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Longer, harder, 
further, deeper. 

We’ve taken a 
fresh look at our 

testing program and 
revamped the way 

we ride and evaluate 
long-term test bikes  

to bring you a clearer 
picture of what 

ownership entails.

 look for the stamp...
This Torture Tested stamp indicates the 
bike is a “T-Ride”. That means it’ll have 
predominantly hours, not parts, put on it.

t-ride: 2015 Sherco 300Se-r
rrp: $11,990
hoUrs to date: 11.5
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it’s hard not to pay attention to 
what Sherco is up to these days. 
Consider what the dynamic 

young French manufacturer has 
achieved in the past three years 
alone. in 2012, they released their 
new-gen 250/300cc four-strokes, 
both of which have now been refined 
into world-class enduro weapons. in 
2013, they launched their first ever 
two-stroke models: an immediately 
competitive 250 and 300Se-r. in 
2014, three members of the iSde-
winning French team were Sherco-
mounted (as was Australia’s Jess 
Gardiner, who won the Women’s 
class). And for 2015, Sherco unveiled 

an all-new 450cc four-stroke – a 
machine that’s already tasted 
stage-win success at the 2014 
dakar rally – and made substantial 
upgrades to its entire two- and 
four-stroke range. So, for a relatively 
small manufacturer, Sherco is sure 
punching above its weight!

And it’s that growing cred that 
prompted us to put a Sherco 
300Se-r on our long-term test 
fleet for the first time. We wanted 
more of an insight into not only the 
performance of the brand’s flagship 
two-stroke, but what it’s like to live 
with and maintain over the longer 
term as well. in other words, we 

wanted to replicate the average 
ownership experience.

in our recent 300cc two-stroke 
shootout (featured in the Nov-dec 
issue), i surmised that Sherco’s 
300Se-r had enormous potential 
and was only a few set-up tweaks 
away from being a class-leading 
machine. So, now that i’ve been 
given the opportunity to perform 
those tweaks, have i been able to 
develop the bike into a class leader?

Well, here’s an insight into what 
i’ve done to the 300Se-r T-ride  
and why, and how it’s improved  
the French machine’s performance 
and/or durability...

F e i S T Y 
FreNCHie 

Can cost-effective mods and set-up tweaks transform Sherco’s 300SE-R into  
the best 300cc two-stroke on the market? We didn’t want to die wondering.

 ANDY WIGAN   ANDY WIGAN & kurt teAGue



ride PArTS FiTTed…

LOCK-ON GriPS 
When the standard grips were worn, I fitted a set of ODI’s Emig V2  
Lock-On Grips as they do away with grip glue and tie-wire forever.  
The ODI grips can be fitted or removed in a matter of seconds  
(one 3mm Alley Key on the left grip’s inner flange and you’re done)  
and, with solid ends, they’ll keep race scrutineers happy. They also come 
with their own throttle tube and snap-on cable cam. I also fitted two 
pairs of ODI Grip Donuts because the Sherco’s oversized throttle housing 
invariably gives you a blister on the top of your right thumb knuckle.

There’s a lot to like about the componentry on the Sherco. It comes with billet triple clamps and hubs, a nickel-plated FMF expansion chamber,  
Brembo hydraulic clutch, bar-mounted dual-ignition switch, rubber-mounted headlight, quality switchblocks, OTF adjusters on brake and clutch  

levers, separate adjustment for freeplay and height on the rear brake, a Trail Tech speedo, tapered bars, wave brake discs, tool-free air filter access, 
(external) fork spring preload adjustment, star clickers on the fork caps, extended frame guards, a tough plastic bashplate, offset rear axle-block 
adjusters, rear guard grab-handle, reversible throttle-pull cam, a starter motor that’s cleverly integrated into the underside of the engine cases,  
and one of the neatest wiring looms you’ll ever see. But there are also a few parts that can be improved on. Here’s what I fitted and why...

HANd GUArdS
The standard hand shields on the Sherco look the part, but they’re  
flimsy and offer little protection to your knuckles. Instead of leaping all 
the way to full-wrap hand guards, I opted to fit a set of Cycra’s all-new 
Rebound Shields – which sit somewhere between the two. Their mounting 
bracketry gives you the option of going under or over your levers, and 
they occupy very little clamping space on the handlebars. The shields 
come with a reinforced backbone and a patented spring-loaded system 
that allows it to fold outwards in the event of a crash.

SUPer-COOLANT
Glycol-based coolants raise water’s boiling point to between 111 and 115º, 
but Liquid Intelligence MX 115 – a fully synthetic waterless coolant – gives 
you boil-over protection up to 190º! Aside from boosting performance by 
helping your engine run cooler, it gives you the confidence of knowing  
that your coolant won’t boil, no matter how snotty the terrain. It is 
important to properly drain and flush your cooling system of all water 
before filling with Liquid Intelligence. But even if you do have to mix the  
LI with some water, your coolant’s boiling point will still be around 115ºC. 

CLeAr TANK
With the standard black plastic tank, not only can’t you see your fuel level 
at a glance, but it’s also ridiculously easy to inadvertently overfill the 
thing. In this day and age, hardnose enduro bikes really ought to come 
with the practicality of a clear or translucent tank, and that’s why the first 
part I fitted was an aftermarket 9.5-litre clear tank from Sherco Australia. 
It also happens to transform the bike’s look. In fact, it almost makes my 
300SE-R look like a “Factory Model” version, which actually retails for  
a $1000 premium. A 13-litre OEM clear tank is also available, for $724. 

BASHPLATe/PiPe GUArd
Two-stroke bashplate/pipe guard combos aren’t particularly attractive, 
but they sure save on the cost of fixing or replacing a stoved-in expansion 
chamber. The Force Accessories unit I chose adds 2.3kg to the bike 
(including mounting bracket), but it’s beautifully made and provides much 
better protection for the pipe, frame rails and engine cases, and its special 
black plastic paint (which anneals to the alloy) is long-wearing and helps 
minimise noise. Using an ingenious bracket that sits over the frame’s tubing 
without actually bolting to it, it’s fastened by a single 6mm Alley bolt. 

OiL & LUBriCANTS
If you’ve managed to overlook Repsol’s prominence in road racing circles, 
then you’re doing ‘well’ (Marc Marquez, Danni Pedrosa, Repsol Honda ... 
ring any bells?) Well, the Spanish oil giant has now focused its energies  
on the off-road scene, and Monza Imports has recently picked up the 
brand’s distribution rights in Australia. With a wide range of dedicated off-
road oils for two- and four-stroke machinery – as well as a bunch of other 
lubricants and cleaning products – Repsol’s distinctive-looking orange 
packaging is set to become more commonplace in Aussie dealerships.

MAKiNG BeTTer 
POWer

 
in our recent 300cc two-stroke 
shootout, we said, “...the Sherco’s 
power delivery is more akin to  
what you’d expect from a 250cc 
MXer than a 300cc enduro bike.  
This makes it an exciting machine 
to punt around a fast and flowing 
grasstrack where there’s plenty of 
traction. But in tight terrain – where 
a more controlled surge of smooth 
power is called for – the Sherco can 
be a handful.”

As Sherco’s design team had 
worked specifically on the power-
valve and ignition settings to create 
a smoother and more progressive 
style of power for the 2015 bike, 
the brand’s Australian distributors 
were understandably disappointed 
about those comments. What’s come 
to light since we went to print with 
that shootout article, however, is 
that there was an assembly problem 
with that test bike’s power-value 
mechanism. With one of its booster 
ports opening inconsistently, the 
power curve was nowhere near as 

progressive and user-friendly as it 
should have been. Unfortunately 
that compromised the integrity of 
our shootout’s feedback, and it didn’t 
reflect too positively on Sherco 
either. And that’s why it made a lot of 
sense for us to get that same test unit 
as a long-termer; so we could have 
the power-valve issue addressed and 
gauge the improvement. 

Suffice to say that, with the power-
valve operating as it should, the 
difference is night and day. instead  
of a big hole in the Se-r’s power  
off the bottom and an abrupt mid-
range hit, the bike has now got  
a much torquier and responsive 
surge of power from low rPMs, and 
a smoother transition into the mid-
range. And that makes the machine 
more willing to be to short-shifted 
and a lot less fatiguing to ride. 

i leaned the jetting off slightly 
by dropping the standard N8rG 
needle to the second clip from the 
top and ensuring the air screw was 
1.5 turns out. This creates a crisp and 
responsive feel through the entire 
rev range, but doesn’t make it ping or 
run-on into corners. Jd Jetting has 
just released a kit for the 300Se-r,  
so i plan to play around with that  
and see if i can get it any better again.

While the standard 14/49 gearing 
sounds pretty tall (and it is good for 
150km/h in sixth gear), i can still 
carry third gear through most tight 
singeltrail and keep the bike torquing 
along smoothly. That said, i do know 
that several owners reckon a shorter 
13/49 or 13/48 final gearing combo 
works well, mainly because it lets 
them get the bike into third gear 
earlier, so i plan to trial a few shorter 
gearing options over the coming 
months. And with the Sherco’s handy 
offset axle adjuster blocks, i should 
be able to do this without having to 
remove links from the chain.

 
SOrTiNG THe 
SUSPeNSiON

 
While the 300’s WP fork and shock 
both work well in isolation, it 
does take a little trial and error to 
get the chassis balance right and 
create a harmonious feel between 
both ends. But when you do, it 
makes the machine much more 
manageable over a wider variety of 
terrain. As several Sherco dealers 
are reporting, the 300Se-r tends 
to work better with a little more 
sag in the rear-end. rather than the 
manual’s recommended static/race 
sag settings of 30mm/95-100mm, i 
settled on a 36mm/106mm combo 
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ANdY WiGAN
TrANSMOTO’s  
ediTOr
48, 88kg, 182cm

 rider



KeeP AN eYe ON...

NeXT TiMe ArOUNd…

   ENGINE

●  The rubber intake manifold is made 
from a soft material, which can split 
if you over-tighten the hose clamps 
(usually behind the front clamp). Keep 
an eye on it and, if a split develops, 
simply grab a section of hosing from 
your local auto accessories store 
(there’s plenty available with the  
same 48mm ID) and replace the  
OEM manifold.

●  The carb bowl sits very close to the 
crankcases – and in some cases, it 
touches. When refitting the carb’s  
hose-clamps, ensure a gap to prevent 
the carb wearing on the cases.

●  The small servo motor that actuates 
the SE-R’s electronic power-valve  
has two cables (a push and pull) for 
2015 to reduce the risk of owners 
getting adjustment wrong. Make  
sure you heed the manual’s advice  
on setting it correctly.

●  The cool thing about the electronic 
power-value is that, as soon as you  
turn the rocker switch on to bring the 
bike alive, the power-valve moves in 
and out to clean any carbon build-up. 
This is accompanied by an electronic 
noise from the servo motor, which you 
should always listen to. If it sounds 
stuck or at all unusual, inspect and/
or adjust the power-valve mechanism 
before starting the bike.

●  The wiring that comes off the dual-
curve ignition switch is susceptible  
to breaking if not properly routed 
during pre-delivery. Note that, if it does 
break, the engine immediately reverts 
to the soft/traction mode – which 
tames the power by a whopping 7hp.

   RUNNING GEAR

●  To turn the bike off, you’ve got the 
option of a kill switch on the left-hand 
side of the bars or the rocker switch 
on the right. I’ve got into the habit 
of using the rocker switch to kill the 
engine. Otherwise, if it’s left in the ‘run’ 
position, the battery drains quickly.

●  The rubber seal under the fuel cap 
can occasionally jump out of its seat, 
which allows fuel to leak (and on a 

two-stroke, it looks like a diesel spill!). 
Before re-fitting the cap, make sure 
the seal is properly seated. Also, as the 
tank doesn’t have a lip around the filler 
hole (this allows the cap to sit flusher), 
be extra careful that dirt doesn’t get 
bumped into the tank.

●  Some owners have reported they’re 
inadvertently bumping the dual-curve 
ignition switch while riding. As it’s 
incorporated into the throttle assembly 
and can’t be relocated, some guys have 
resorted to filing the tip off the switch 
to avoid this. I use a couple of grip 
donuts on each grip instead, as they 
also help prevent the top-of-thumb 
blister that the Sherco’s oversize 
throttle housing tends to give you.

●  The fuel tap sits dangerously close to 
the rear of the expansion chamber. The 
safest way to access it without burning 
your hand is to reach through from the 
opposite, left-hand side of the bike.

●  The alloy collars used for the 
sideplates’ rear bolt-holes aren’t 
captive and have a habit of falling  
out when you remove the plastics, 
which makes them easy to lose. I’ve 
resorted to gluing them in place.

●  As the rear muffler bracket is bent  
past 90º, the alloy is vulnerable  
to fatiguing and breaking. On the 
upside, the muffler’s two brackets  
each use two layers of alloy, so  
there’s back-up if one breaks.

●  While faster commonality throughout 
the entire bike is excellent (mainly 
8, 10 and 12mm hex-heads, with the 
occasional 13mm), the linkage uses a 
couple of 18mm nuts. So make sure 
your bumbag contains an 18mm socket.

●  The bike’s standard air filter is a quality 
Twin Air unit with plenty of volume.  
But for peace of mind, I religiously  
use the mineral-based air filter oil 
(Filter Fix) from Australian air  
filtration specialists, Uni Filter. 

●  The bike’s graphics are pretty durable, 
but your left boot tends to lift the 
decals on the sideplate immediately 
behind the air boot. If the decal’s edge 
does start to lift, cut it off quickly to 
avoid the issue escalating.

Stay tuned for the Stage 2 article  
in two issues’ time. By then, I will  

have fitted a few more cost-effective 
protective parts (such as Force’s new  
billet Radiator Protectors), tested 
alternative gearing, dialled the WP  

fork and shock, and played with the 
electronic power-valve to get a fix  
of how effective a tuning tool it can  
be. In the meantime, you can keep  
abreast of the bike’s development  
via www.transmoto.com.au

●  The shock absorber’s preload collars 
are difficult to get to, so I initially 
resorted to pulling the shock out of 
the bike to adjust spring preload. 
But because that’s a time-consuming 
process, I found a drift with a 45º kink 
on the end and, when assisted by a 
mate turning the spring by hand, this 
works fine to adjust preload. NSW-based 
Sherco dealer, Flynn Motorcycles, has 
knocked up a special C-spanner for the 
job, which I’m looking forward to trying.

●  If any dirt gets trapped under them, 
the two alloy preload collars have 
a tendency to get bound up on the 
shock-body’s alloy thread. I got around 
the problem by making sure I hit the 
shock threads with brake cleaner 
before touching the preload. I’ve also 
used a Dremel to grind four channels 
across the collars’ threads, which helps 
evacuate trapped grit. Lastly, I use 
a nickel-based anti-seize compound 
to minimise the risk of corrosion or 
galling on the threads.

●  The bushings and bearings on the WP 
shock’s rising-rate linkage all seem 

pretty durable, but there can be some 
unwanted friction between the lower 
shock mount and bell crank, as the 
bushing doesn’t sit proud of the alloy. 
Next time you pull the shock out, have 
a look for any indications of friction 
and wear. It’s generally not enough to 
affect the shock performance, but the 
friction can give you inconsistent static 
sag measurements.

ride

reAr BrAKe FiN
With very little engine braking on the two-
stroke, I wanted to minimise the risk of  
bending the rear disc and losing the anchoring 
effect of the rear brake. So I fitted this  
super-strong CNC machined Rear Brake  
Disc Guard from Aussie protection specialist, 
Force Accessories. It’s easy-to-fit, cost- 
effective insurance against expensive damage.

CASe SAVer
Force Accessories’ Case Saver is a billet  
alloy, black-anodised unit that bolts  
straight on in place of the less sturdy  
standard part that comes with the bike.  
It offers extra protection for the bike’s  
engines cases (and the clutch slave cylinder) 
from the potential damage caused by a  
rock flung out of the chain at Mach 2! 

LiTHiUM BATTerY
I fitted a SSB’s heavy-duty Lithium-Ion  
LH5LVS battery, as the brand is very reliable  
and regularly recommended by a cross- 
section of independent dealers and mail- 
order companies. Aside from the extra  
cranking power the SSB gives you, it uses a 
super-safe, one-cell ‘satchel’ design, and saves 
more than 1kg on the standard lead-acid battery.

FreSH rUBBer 
The Michelin Comp VI front that comes on  
the Sherco is a versatile FIM-spec hoop that  
has also racked up EWC and ISDE title wins.  
The Enduro Comp 3 rear, on the other hand,  
isn’t such a high-performance specimen.  
I replaced it with a MS3 120/90-18 rear,  
which works a treat in the loose conditions  
that all the Jan and Feb rain has created.

NUMBer PLATe
To be road-legal, your bike has to run a clunky 
old alloy number plate – which will either  
slice your leg up or bust off the first time  
you go bush. I replaced it with this custom- 
made Lexan Perspex equivalent, made by 
Matthew Doyle. It’s compact and flexible  
and simply zip-ties to the bike’s shorty  
tail-guard extender. A neat solution.

SideSTANd WeLd
When I got the 300SE-R, the metal in the 
sidestand’s mounting tang had already  
been stretched, so I got the collar TIG-welded 
back into place to prevent the bike leaning  
so far over on its stand. Sure, this is a 
competition machine, but the frame  
needs more material around the sidstand’s 
mount to stop it bending so easily.

ALSO FiTTed…

L o g  o n  t o

For more detailed insights into the aftermarket mods and cost-effective 
improvements made to our 2015-model Sherco 300SE-R T-Ride.

  supplier
   MOJO MOTOrCYCLeS
 

  FOrCe ACCeSSOrieS
 

 

  FiCedA MOTOrCYCLe 
  ACCeSSOrieS

  UNi FiLTer AUSTrALiA 

 
  MONzA iMPOrTS

 

 

  GAS iMPOrTS

 

 

  A-ONe ACCeSSOrY 
  iMPOrTS  
 

  LUSTY iNdUSTrieS

  100% MX 

  
  dOYLe eNTerPriSeS 

CONTACT
 

www.mojomotorcycles.com.au

 

 

www.forceaccessories.com.au

 

 

 

 

www.ficeda.com.au 

 

www.uniflow.com.au 

 

www.monzimports.com.au

 
 

 

www.gasimports.com.au

 

 
 

 

www.a1accessory.com.au

 

www.lustyindustries.com

 

 

www.100mx.com 

 

4ms@wideband.net.au
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$11,990  

$418.00 

$295.00 

$85.00 

$47.00

$89.95

$24.75/litre

$23.95/litre

$29.95/litre

Assorted

$109.95 

$149.95 

$134.95

$159.95 

 

$34.99 

$7.95 

$49.99/1.5 Litre

$25.00 

PArTS LiST

pArT
 

2015-model Sherco 300SE-Racing

Sherco Clear Fuel Tank (9.5L)

 

Force Bashplate/Pipe Guard

Force Rear Brake Disc Guard

Force Case Saver

 

 
Cycra Rebound Shields (pair)

 
Uni Filter Filter Fix

 

Repsol Moto Transmisiones (10W/40 transmission oil)

Repsol Moto Off-Road 2T (premix oil)

Repsol lubricants & bike-care products

  

Michelin Starcross MH3 80/100-21 front tyre

Michelin Starcross Comp VI 90/100-18 front tyre

MichelinStarcross  MS3 120/90-18 rear tyre

 
 

SSB LH5LVS Lithium-Ion Heavy Duty Battery

 

ODI Emig V2 Lock-On Grips

ODI Grip Donuts (pair)

 

Liquid Intelligence MX 115 Waterless Coolant

Compact Lexan Number Plate & Sticker

with the shock. even with these 
settings – combined with the fork  
in the standard position in the  
triple clamps (the second line 
from the cap) – the bike still steers 
sharply. But it gives you a little  
more high-speed stability and  
really helps the rear-end squat,  
hook up and drive more effectively 
on bumpy corner exits. 

While heavier blokes (over 90kg) 
all seem to be fitting a heavier shock 
spring to the 300Se-rs, i reckon the 
stock 51N/mm unit is still suitable 
up to about 95kg. A firmer spring 
is often used as a quick fix for a 
too-soft shock setting, but since 
the sag numbers are right with the 
standard 51N/mm spring, i plan to 
initially firm up the shock’s mid-
stroke and bottoming resistance 
through valving, not the spring. 
in the meantime, i’ve found the 
shock likes a little more high-speed 
compression damping (1.25 to 1.5 
turns out) and a few added clicks of 
rebound damping (9 out) to settle 

the rear through a series of big 
braking bumps.

But the biggest benefit of running 
a little extra rear-end sag is that 
it creates a more neutral chassis 
balance, which stops the fork from 
riding too low in its stroke through a 
set of braking bumps and/or tucking 
when pushing hard into tight turns. 
even though the same WP fork in 
the KTM 300eXC (which runs the 
same 4.4N/mm springs) doesn’t 
like extra spring preload for faster 
or heavier riders, the Sherco’s fork 
seems to. i’ve found that dialling 
an extra two or three turns of fork 
spring preload (from the standard 
four turns) helps the Sherco’s WP 
fork sit up into the plusher portion 
of its stroke (remember that with 
fork’s spring preload, the turns are 
made from all the way out – that 
is, no preload – rather than all the 
way in). A little extra damping on 
both the compression and rebound 
clickers (10 and 10, respectively) also 
seems to work well for my weight.

SHOCK CAre
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